
Dear Guardian Circle Of SLORE, 
  
Those pesky twins, Cleo and Lemy are at it again!  At least I know they are back safe 
in SLORE – they usually go back there when they are hungry!
When they were younger I taught them everything they know from my “SOS Guide to 
intergalactic travelling”. But nowadays they are always one step ahead of me and I cant 
keep up with them.

However….Ha….I’m on to them as I’ve invented the…….. GMT compass! 
See I’ve worked out that whatever they seem to EAT in SLORE seems to affect their 

decisions on WHAT they do next, WHO they meet and HOW they travel. Most importantly it all seems relative to 
where they travel next. 

If only I could work out how to use the compass as all the content seems scrambled. A local Wizard also 
currently residing in Severndroog Castle Woods did give me a SMT Reader but I have no idea how that works?

So my Guardian Circle of SLORE, if you can work it all out please post your answers in your portal 
- see Episode 0 if you still need to create a portal in your home dwelling. I’ve given you some 
extracts from my SOS GUIDE TO INTERGALACTIC TRAVELLING to help you.  

HOW   TO   USE

Hi S129,

Just having breakfast on SLORE before another 
adventure. How’s Earth? We miss you – 
we will come visit soon just got to work out 
how to get there!

Is 11am a bit late for breakfast? Lets 
call it brunch. Who would believe brunch could
come out of a chicken’s bum! Haha!

You’ll never guess whatwhat we are going to do next,  whowho we are going to meet and       
how how we are going to get there and most importantly WHERE ARE WE GOING?WHERE ARE WE GOING?
All our love to our Guardian

C36 & L55

p.s you’ll never catch up with us!

S129
Severndroog Castlee



1.   GMT (Greenwich MeanTime) 
Seems to be directly relevant to SMT (SLORE Meantime).  

Can you work out the relevance and 
complete the table so we always 
know what time it is in SLORE 
compared to Earth time (GMT).

2.   THE GMT COMPASS and the SMT READER

By printing, cutting out and placing the SMT Reader on top of the GMT compass 
can you work out:

TRY THE WHEEL
If my Tardis, Severndroog Castle is currently on Earth, what will the twins be 
eating and at what time SMT and GMT?

HELP THE COUNT WORK OUT THE TWINS NEXT MOVE 
What the twins are going to do next following their brunch, Who and What 
are they going to travel in and WHERE are they going?

Earth time at GMT (am & pm)
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HINT: 
Re-read the postcard from the twins to 
see if you can work out what they had for 
breakfast and when as a starting point.



  THE GMT COMPASS



 SMT READER



Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
 
GMT stands for Greenwich Mean Time, the local 
clock time at Greenwich, PLANET EARTH.

Until the mid-19th century on EARTH, almost every 
town kept its own local time, defined by the Sun. 
There were no national or international conventions 
which set how time should be measured. Imagine 
no standard timings for when the day would begin 
and end, or what length an hour might be! As well 
as Greenwich Mean Time for example, there was 
also Bristol Mean Time (10 minutes behind GMT) 
Cardiff Mean Time (13 minutes behind GMT).

Naming Greenwich as Longitude 0 would be of 
advantage to the largest number of traders and 
travellers and therefore became the centre of world 
EARTH time. The start of the Universal Day!

INTERGALACTIC TRAVEL TIME 
We have learnt a lot across the universe from 
GMT.  Now all planets align their time by a Prime 
Meridian set to a capital city, like London. When 
intergalactic travelling, one needs to work out the 
relative difference in time between where one was 
and where one is going.  Otherwise who will know 
what time one with arrive and one will leave.  This 
is especially important if you want to know where 
someone is or track them. For example PLANET 
LOCKDOWN I have worked out to be -5 GMT.  

So if I am travelling from Earth to Lockdown, 
leaving EARTH at 2 it will be 9 in LOCKDOWN.  As I 
have a TARDIS I can travel anywhere in 
under 10 seconds (if I’ve worked out the 
ignition code) so I don’t have to factor in 
travel time.

Count Silvester’s “SOS Guide to 
Intergalactic Travelling”

Isn’t that crazy that there could be a code that links what the twins are eating to what they might do 
next. I am such a genius!  

WHAT ELSE CAN THE COMPASS WORK OUT?
If the twins had SCRAMBLED FROGS LEGS on SLORE at 1pm?....Hang on…..it doesn’t say what 
they were doing? Any ideas? If so fill in a cool action next to scrambled frogs legs and see 
what the story with the evil scrambler might be

BONUS STORIES: What else are the twins going to get up to? Turn the Wheel, fill in any gaps and 
record anything you find out on paper.

MOST IMPORTANT….
Do not forget to send your findings in your portal to me at Severndroog Castle.  We have to crack this compass quick Guardian 
Circle, if we are going to stay one step ahead of those twins.



Tardis, Vessel and Portal Location

LANDING AND LOCATION
These are best situated as close as possible to 
Meantime 0 on any planet or world.  Ideally hidden 
deep in some woods so they cannot be found too 
easily but as high as possible for best aerial signal 
and WIFI connection.

INTERGALLACTIC TRAVELLING PORTAL
Not all worldly time travellers have enough magic 
or psychic sense to create or see portals.  Indeed 
on EARTH it is believe only about 6% of the human 
race have psychic powers and are able to see 
others moving through portals.  It is however 
easier to send communications via portals like on 
EARTH: email or websites.  SLORE uses much more 
sophisticated equipment sent from physical portals 
such as boxes or books, obviously hidden in places 
like cupboards or under sofas.  
Lazer teleportation is used to 
transfer key information.

INTERGALACTIC TRAVELLING VESSEL
A much more widely used mode of transportation 
is the VESSEL.  Most Specimens from other worlds, 
who do not have portals, have a vessel.  For example 
on SLORE we mostly have a TARDIS.  However there 
are no set rules as universal Specimens are always 
highjacking each others vessels’ and tardis’ anyway.  
Sometimes this is granted and sometimes not.

CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE:

I have not discovered every vessel or portal 
in the universe but I do know that those 
considered psychic, such as ELVES and 
SCRAMBLERS, tend to use portals and not 
bother with a vessel.  
ALIENS from PLANET LOCKDOWN are a bit old 
school and still use spaceships.
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Count Silvester’s “SOS Guide to 
Intergalactic Travelling”

NOTE FROM THE GAMESMASTER:
I hope you are enjoying our puzzles and codes.  Behind every idea is a complex 
design phase where we create a code and then think about the artefact and story 
the code might be hidden in.  Here our artefact is the GMT Compass and the SMT 
Reader.  Imagine finding a real one in an escape room and having to work it out! 
The Gamesmaster would love to see your inventions and code cracking.  
Feel free to send in pictures of your work to @ModernFablesUK or @TD4LP or 
direct to jay@modernfables.com in exchange for discount vouchers for our escape 
rooms when they reopen.

NEXT EPISODE:  Help the twins to safely land theirspaceship! 
                      Out 1st July 2020.


